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1. Introduction
Let F be a piecewise linear transformaion from a finite union of bounded
intervals I into itself and P be the Perron-Frobenius operator assoicated with
it. Since F is piecewise smooth, P can be expressed as
for / e L 1 , the set of all Lebesgue integrable functions on /. In this paper,
we assume that
( 1) ξ = essinf liminf n~ι log |Fn\x) | > 0 .
We call the number ξ the lower Lyapunov number. We will study Spec^) ,
the spectrum of P \BV> the restriction of P to the subspace BV of functions with
bounded variation. The generating function of P is determined by the orbits
of the division points of the partition, and the orbits are characterized by a
finite dimensional matrix Φ(z) which is defined by a renewal equation (§ 3).
Hence, we can show that D(z)=det(I— Φ(#))> which we call a Fredholm de-
terminant, is the determinant of /— #P=ΣίΓ-o znPn in the following sense:
Theorem A. Let λ G C and assume that \\\>e~ξ. Then λ belongs to
Sρec(F) if and only if z—\~ι is a zero of D(z):
) = 0 .
Furthermore, such X is an eigenvalue of P \
 BV.
We can calculate the eigenvalues of P |
 BV concretely by this theorem. Some
examples are shown in § 6. Also we can prove the following intrinsic charac-
terization of the power series D(z) from a detailed re-examination of the renewal
equation. Let us denote the following Ruelle-Artin-Mazur zeta function by
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r(a) = exp Σ »-V Σ \F"(p)\-1.
» = l i> : FnCPΪ = P
Theorem B. // a mapping F satisfies the endpoint condition stated in § 2,
then
( 2 ) ζ(z)=llD(z).
In particular
s
 ζ(z)~1 is analytic in the domain \z\ <eK
As it will be shown later as Theorem C of § 5, the assertion (2) remains
true with a slight modification even if the endpoint condition is violated.
A heuristic argument for Theorems A and B was given in [16]. Some
rigorous results were given in [18] for unimodal linear transformations. It is
shown in [4] that for a piecewise linear transformation singularities of the zeta
function coincide with reciprocals of eigenvalues of P (cf. also [10]). We get
the another proof of this by combining Theorems A and C. However, it is
difficult to calculate the zeta function, because, in general, it is almost impos-
sible to calculate all the periodic orbits. Some related topics can also be found
in [20].
If a piecewise linear transformation F is Markov, one can immediately find
a subspace on which the restriction of P is the dual of the transition matrix T
of the finite Markov chain associated with F. Then D(z)=dtt (I—zT) is well-
defined and the dual of I—zT can be identified with the operator I—zP re-
stricted to the subspace. On the other hand, it follows from a direct computa-
tion for a Markov map that ξ(z) is essentially equal to {det(/— zP)}"1. Hence
we obtain a result similar to Theorem B (which is a corollary of Theorem C).
The absence of Markov property is the first crusial difficulty. Another diffi-
culty lies in the non-compactness of P.
The Perron-Frobenius operator is originally a nonnegative contraction op-
erator on the space L1 which is defined as a dual of F-action on bounded meas-
urable functions. On one hand, it is known that the eigenvalues of modulus
one of P on L1 determine the ergodic properties of F. For instance (cf. [11],
[12], [15]):
a. The dimension of the eigenspace corresponding to eigenvalue one
equals the number of the ergodic components of the dynamical system.
b. On each ergodic component, if one is the unique eigenvalue on the
unit circle of P restricted to the ergodic component, then the restricted dyna-
mical system is mixing.
On the other hand, it is found in [18] that the spectrum of P on L1 has
strange property such that any λ e C with | λ | < 1 is an eigenvalue of P with
infinite multiplicity. Even if we restrict P to BV, as it was shown in [9],
(z: \z\<e~h
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where h(F) is the topological entropy of the dynamical system. Thus neither
P on L1 nor P\BV is compact. Hence, we cannot define the determinant in the
usual sense ([2]). Nevertheless, the eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigen-
values of modulus one belong to BV and the ergodic theorem of Ionescu-Tulcea
type works well for the pair {L\ BV) ([11], [12], [15]).
The first idea to overcome these difficulties is to construct a renewal equa-
tion for time correlation functions. The renewal equation is well-known con-
cept in the theory of Markov chains and it describes the time evolution of cer-
tain functionals on the path space of Markov chain which may not have Markov
properties ([3]). Mappings on intervals are not so far from Markov property
as is suggested for instance by [1]: a weakly mixing mapping of an interval is
isomorphic to Bernoulli. It is also supported by [13], [14] and [19]. Hence
it is not so surprizing to expect that a renewal equation governs the time evolu-
tion of good test functions under piecewise linear transformations. The resul-
tant renewal equation enables us to define our Fredholm determinant although F
does not generally satisfy the Markov property. To deduce the renewal equa-
tion, we use a symbolic dynamics.
The second idea is to introduce the signed symbolic dynamics, since the
ordinary symbolic dynamics is almost useless (at least to the author) to deduce
a renewal equation. We prepare signed alphabets, signed words and signed
sentences. The signed alphabets a+, a~ will be regarded as two endpoints of
the subinterval (a) which corresponds to an ordinary alphabet a. Then we
have to manage double copies of ordinary words, but this method makes the
structure of the dynamical system transparent. We can treat it as if it has
Markov property and construct a renewal equation on the signed symbolic
dynamics. Due to this renewal equation, our Fredholm determinant is defined
and it can be shown to determine the spectrum of the Perron-Frobenius
operator (Theorem A). Furthermore, this renewal equation inherits some of
dynamical structure of F. Particularly, it carries the information of periodic
orbits. Hence, appealing to the intermediate value theorem, it enables us to
calculate the zeta function (Theorem C) (after rather annoying enumeration).
Finally we remark that we can treat some of more general Ruelle-Artin-
Mazur zeta functions
£(*) = exp [ Σ Λ r 1 Σ exp Σ U(F'(p))]
with weight function U. We can similarly deduce the Fredholm determinant to
prove the analogues of Theorems A and B. In addition to our weight function
U(p)=—log\F'(p)\, the special cases of our interest are as follows:
a. U(p)=0: there follows the Artin-Mazur zeta function
:
 F"(p)=p}] ,
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b. U(p)=iθf(p)—log\F'(p): this is the case of imaginary perturbed Per-
ron-Frobenius operator
y; =χ I F'(y) \ ' ' ,
which is shown to be powerfull tool to prove the central limit theorem (cf. [6],
In the next § 2, we will state the endpoint and the other conditions and
define the signed symbolic dynamics. In § 3, we will introduce the renewal
equation on the signed symbolic dynamics and the Fredholm determinant. In
§ 4, we prove Theorem A, by dividing it into two cases according as the map-
ping satisfies the endpoint condition or not. In § 5, we prove Theorem C and
then Theorem B follows as its corollary. In the final 6, we will calculate the
Fredholm determinant for several examples.
The author would express his hearty thanks to Professors Shunji Ito and
Yoichiro Takahashi for their valuable advice and encouragement.
2. Preliminaries
2.1 Endpoint Condition
Let / be a finite union of bounded intervals and F be a piecewise linear
transformation on /. Then we can take a finite partition of / into subintervals
UaϊaeA s o that F is linear on each subinterval I
a
. We denote by Fn the Λ-th
iterate of F:
x n = 0 ,
F(F-\x)) n £ l .
For a set / , wre denote by int/, clj and 9/ the interior, the closure and the
boundary of / , respectively. We denote the set of division points of the parti-
tion {I
β
}.
eA by
AI=ΌdI
a
.
Now we will state the endpoint condition. We will divide the proof of
Theorem A into two cases according as the mapping F satisfies this condition
or not (see § 3, §4). Note that Markov mappings do not satisfy this endpoint
condition.
ENDPOINT CONDITION: If for Λ J G Δ / , there exist nonnegative integers
m, n and sequences \xk}, {yk} C.I such that \iτίik^ooxk=x and l i m ^ o o j ^ j and
o Fm(%)=lim^oo Fn(yk). Then tn=n and x=y.
The endpoint condition means that the orbits of different endpoints do
not meet except the case of fig. (I) (here we consider that the point p expresses
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Fig. I
two different endpoints: one belongs to the left hand side and the other belongs
to the right hand side).
We assume until § 4 that the partition {I
a
}
a
^A of / is minimal in the following
sense:
MINIMALITY CONDITION: If # e Δ/(Ίint(cl/), then there holds either
F(y) or lim,t, F'(y)φlimyU F\y).
This minimality condition is assumed in the proof of Theorem A. After-
wards in § 5, we can remove this technical condition by using a relation between
the Fredholm determinant and the zeta function which we prove in Theorem C.
2.2 Alphabets, Words and Sentences
Hereafter, to make the notation simple, we denote the set I
a
 by (a). We
call each element α G i an alphabet. For an alphabet a^A, we set
ί + if F'(a)>0,
sen a = sen F (a) = ^
* *
 W
 ( - if F'(a)<0.
We call a finite sequence of alphabets a word and for a word 0 ; = ^ ... #
Λ
(α te-4), we denote
\zυ\ = n (the length of word w), w[#] = ak,
«;[Λ, m ] = α f t ••• am ( l ^ k ^ m ^ r i ) , θkw = w[k-{-l, \w\] = ak+ι ••• an,
n
(w) = Π -F"i+1((«, )) (the subinterval corresponding to w),
F(w) = F ' ' I <„,, F'(«) = Π F'((
aι
)) = F"\x) (*eint(w)),
t = l
«
/ I
 # _|_ β I I β β _| \
F o r given two words 5 ^ ! = ^ ••• a
n
 and w2=b} ••• έm, we denote wι w2 =aι •••
β
»^i " w^i We call a word w admissible if («;)=j=φ. W e denote the set of all
admissible words with length n by W
n
 and we denote W= UΓ.o W
n
 where W
o
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is the set which consists only of the empty word e. The empty word e is
characeterized as follows: for any word w, e w=e w=w. We set sgn£=-f>
(e)=I and w[m, n]=e for any word w if m>n. We call an infinite sequence of
alphabets a=a1a2 ••• a setence and similarly we denote
a[k] = ak, a[k, m] = ak ••• am (k^tn),
a[k, oo) = akak+ι •• , {a} = j l cl(α[l, »]).
We call a sentence α admissible if {α} Φ</>. We denote the set of all admissible
sentences by S and the set of sentences a^S for which Π ίΓ-i(tf[l, #])Φφ by 5°.
Lemma 2.1. i^ or αwy 6>0, ίA r^^  exists an integer N=N(S) such that if
( 3 ) \F'(u
and
( 3') Lebes {u)<e~^-z^ Lebes / ,
where Lebes/ is the Lebesgue measure of a set J.
The proof follows directly from, the definition (1) of the lower Lyapunov
number.
Hence, the assumption £>0 implies that the set {a} consists of exactly
one point if a is admissible. We adopt the following notations: the expression
x<
σ
y (σE {+, —}) means x<y if σ = + and x>y if σ= —, and
ί 1 if a statement L is true ,
( 0 otherwise .
We sometimes denote 8[x<y: cr]=
We define orders on the alphabet set, the word set and the sentence set in
the following way.
1. For alphabets aly a2
a
λ
<a2 if xλ<x2 for #te(tf, ) (i = 1, 2).
2. For words wly w2;
w1<w2 if there exists an integer i such that wx\\> i\ = w2\\> i\ and
^ l i y + l ^ σ ^ i y + l ] w n e r e σ=sgn«>1[l, i].
3. For sentences a19 a2;
a
x
<a2 if for some integer ny the inequality α^l, w]<α2/[l, n] holds.
Lemma 2.2. a) Suppose that both words wly w2 are admissible (i.e. (w{) Φ φ
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/ = 1 , 2), then w
x
<w2 if and oaly if x1<x2for x^(zoi) ( ί = l , 2).
b) Suppose that both sentences a
u
 a2 are admissible (a{^S i=l, 2) and
{αj Φ {a2}, then aλ<a2 if and only if {aλ} < {a2}.
The proof is trivial, because for a word w and x, y^(w), if x<y then the
inequality F^w](x)<
sgnwF
lw{(y) holds.
2.3. Plus and Minus Expansions
For x^I> we define a sentence ax=axa2- -^S> called the expansion of
x, by the conditions F 1 ' " 1 ^)^^?) for all i. Then, x={ax} since £>0. We
sometimes identify the point x with its expansion a* as notational convention.
For instance for a word w=a
λ
 a
n
 we denote by «; # the sentence ^ a
n
a\a2
Thus for αG*S° there exists a point in / whose expansion equals α.
We will define signed expansions. For a word w, the plus expansion
w
+
^S and the minus expansion w'^S are defined by zϋ+==supyGint(w)a
y
and w~ = 'mfyei
nt(w)OLy.. Hence {w+} (respectively {w~}) is the limit from int(w)
to sup{#e(eo)} (respectively inf{xe(w)}). Now set
A = {a+, a~\ a^A} (the signed alphabet set),
W
n
 = {w+, w-: w^W
n
} , (W
x
 = A),
W = U W
n
 (the singed word set),
» 0
We regard that AdWdBczS. We denote the sign of the word vf by 8{w9)
€(«;*) = σ
and we use the conventions that S(wσ[n, oo)))=cr for n^>l when such an ex-
pression appears in below. Similarly we define an order on W by
a. w
+>w~,
b. vf{>w\ if w{>w2 (<r, τ 6 {+,—)}•
Moreover, we denote x<aσ if ax<aσ.
Let
(sup / ) + = sup ax,
and
For ΛG^ί, we set
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inf {b<=A: b>ά} if S(ά) = + and <zφ(sup I)+,
sup {b^A\ b<ά} if £(ά) = — and αΦ(inf/)" ,
(inf/)- if tf=(sup/)+,
(sup/)+ if a = (inf I)- .
If {<z}$Δ/|Ίint(cl/), then άA is its alternative, that is, άΦάA and {ά} = άA}.
Since the restriction of the mapping F on (a) (a^A) can be extended to cl(a)
by continuity, we can define naturally the values F(ά) and F'(ά). In this
way the mapping F is identified with the shift operator on 5, that is, F(ά)=
{cc[2> °o)}. Moreover, the endpoint condition and the minimality condition
can be expressed by singed alphabets as follows.
1. ENDPOINT CONDITION: Assume that {ά[n, oo)} =z{b[m, oo)} for some
integers m and n and a, b^A, then m—n and {ά} = {b}9 i.e. there exist two
cases (1) ά=b and (2) ά=bA and F(ά)=F(b) (see fig. (I)).
2. MINIMALITY CONDITION: For ά^A (<zΦ(inf/)~ or (sup/)+), either
F(ά)*F(aA) or F'(3)ΦF'(«Λ) holds.
2,4. Perron-Frobenius Operator
DEFINITION 2.1. The Perron-Frobenius operator P associated with a
mapping F is defined by the formula
ff(x)g(F(x))dx = fPf(x)-g(x)dx
It is well-known that P is a nonnegative operator on L1 with operator norm
1 and since F is piecewise smoth, it can be expressed in the form:
a.e.x,
and
'(
v
\ — -sp
The further basic properties of the Perron-Frobenius operator can be
found in [15].
DEFINITION 2.2. We define a formal series
Note that (/, g)(z)(f^L\ g^L°°) converges in | * | < 1.
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Lemma 2 3. For a set J, set
where the sum Σ> is taken over those points y^J such that Fn(y)=x. Then we
get for
where 1/ is the indicator function of a set J.
The proof is trivial.
For a aord w^Wy we write s
w(z: x) and \
w
 instead of s{w)(z: x) and l ( w ),
omitting brakets.
3. Renewal Equation and Fredholm Determinant
In this section, we assume that the mapping F satisfies the endpoint con-
dition. We are going to construct a renewal equation for
'
1*•(*: x) = *<•>(*: x) = Σ > Σ,\Fu\y)\
fi = O
where the sum Σ ^ is taken over those points y^(a) such that Fn(y)=x, Now
let us divide the series into four parts:
s
a(z: x) = l
Λ
{x)+z IF\a) \ ~ι Σ3 s\z: x)
+z\F'(a)\-ψ+(z: x)+z\F'(a)\-ψ-(z: x).
The second term is the main term. The third and the fourth terms are resi-
dual terms which correspond to the intervals J
σ
 with endpoints {ασ[2, <χ>)} and
{α'P]"0"} ( σ £ { + , —}). By repeating to renew the residual terms, we will
reach to an expression which depends only on the orbits of the end points of
(a). But it is too difficult to carry out this idea directly for sa(z: x). Thus our
idea here is to divide sa(z: x) into two terms:
s χ:x) = sβ+(z:x)+sβ~(z:x),
where the functions sa<r(z: x) are to depend only on aσ.
Now we need several notations to define sa+ and sa . For όt&B and
we denote
X(a, β) = S[β<a:
 m]-lβ = j +1J* \ β<^a '
( —1/2 otherwise.
For ctEzB and aEίA, we define
, a) = δ[β<a[2]: ε(a)sgna[i]]+δ[a = a\2],
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Hence ψ(όt, a) takes values ±1/2 and the equality ψ(όt, α)= + l/2 holds if and
only if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
1. S(ά)=sgna[ί]=+ and a<ά[2]y
2. S(a)= +
 ysgna[l]=- and a^ά[2]y
3. £(&)= —, sgntf[ l ]=+ and a>O\2]y
4. ε(a)=sgna[ί]=~ and a^ά[2].
Notice here in the case where sgnd?[l] = —, the extra term δ[a = ά[2]y
sgnd?[l]= — ] is added.
Now we introduce for cίξΞβ the following functions:
s*(z: x)=X{oty x)+ Σ 8[w[ί] = a[l], θwx<=S°]zW \F'(w)\ ~ιX{ay wx),
Note here we identify x and its expansion ax. Here it must be emphasized
that the sentences w.x appearing in the summation are not necessarily restrict-
ed to S°. The extra summands will be cancelled out as will be seen by the
formula (5) below. On the other hand, they make it possible to deduce the de-
sired renewal equation.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that ά, β^S satisfy the following conditions:
2. £ ( « ( = - and S(β)=+,
3. «[1]=£[1].
( 4 ) ί (^ ^ ) ( ^ : Λ?) = s\z: x)+s$(z: x) a.e.x.
The proof of this Lemma is immediate.
REMARK 3.1. The exceptional set for (4) is at most countable and it con-
sists of the points {όt[n, °o)}, {β[ny °o)}, n>0.
Lemma 3.2.
( 5 ) s*(z: x) = X(&, x)+\zF'(a[l]) \ -1{ Σ Ψ(&, b)sb(z: x)
+sgnα[l]ί7(,2r: x)} a.e.x,
where J=(a[2y oo), ^ [2]'8 ( S )) and
The rough sketch of the proof is the following: in case £(α)=sgn c?[l]= + ,
for instance,
case 1) for b(=A b<a[2], we add all words w (w[ίy 2]=a[l]b) with coef-
ficient + ll2z\IF\dt[l])\-\ since %(α, W . Λ ) =
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case 2) for b^A b>a[2], we add all words w (w[l> 2]=a[l]b) with coef-
ficeint -\βz\F'(a[\])\-\ since X(ά, wx)=-\j2y
case 3) even for b^A b=α[2], we add all words w (w[ί, 2]=α[ί]b) with
coefficient -\βz\Fr{ά[\])\-\
The second term is constructed by the above way. But for words w such
that {w x} e / , in spite of X(α, w, x)=-\-ί/2 we add in case 3) with coefficient
— l/2z\F'(a[l])\~\ Hence we need to adjust it. This term appears in the
third term.
Now we proveed to construct the renewal equation. For ά^B and
ά, δ e j let
/L \Z. X) — / \ Z {J? {CX[1. ft'})) Λ,\CC\Jl~γ~ l j ° ° j j X) [JΓ \ej — I) ,
ί +1/2 if ά^a\2]~ ,
L
 1-1/2 if ά>a[2]-y
( 6 ) Φ(*)
β ir = Σ f (a)Λ^(«[l> n])-^(a([ny oo), 5),
and let Φ(#) be a matrix whose (a, 5)-comρonent is Φ(z)zj;. We define ίwo
vectors as
Λ\& Λ^ — ^Λ. ^-*. X))ae.A > O^Λ. Xy — ό^ ^Λ. X/JaeA
Note that %*(#: x) and Φ(#)
δ
j is analytic in the region \z\<e* by the defini-
tion (1) of the lower Lyapunov number.
L e m m a 3.3. For sufficiently small \z\,we get for
( 7 ) s*(z: x) = X*(z: x)+ Σ Φ(z)χjs\z: x) a.e.x ,
especially we have
( 7') s(z: x) = X(s: Λ?)+Φ(JΪ)J(«: X) α.^ .Λ?.
Proof. Lemma 3.1 implies for the interval J=(a[2, oo), <$')
s
J(z: x)=s*V'°°\z: x)+s*'(z: x) a.e.x,
amdforfte^l
s\z: x) = sb+(z: x)+sb"(z: x).
Then by Lemma 3.2, we get
( 8 ) s*(z: x) - %(α, x)+z\F\a[\}) \ ~ι Σ Σ ψ(dl, ft)j*>: Λ)
+*|ί"(Λ[l])I- 1 sgna[l]{s*'{z: x)+s*P ~\z: x) a.e.x
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= X{&, x)+z(F'(β[l]))-ί Σ Σ isgnά[l]ψ(δt, b)+S[b'=a']}
X *»*(*: x)+z(F'(a[l]))-'ssl2 °°\z: x) a.e.x.
Σ €(β)φ(ά, h)s\z: x)
: x) α.e.x.
Substituting (5) to s*&tO0\z: x) repeatedly, we obtain (7),
The equation (7) and (7') is the renewal equation which is our main tool to
solve the spectral problem of the Perron-Frobenius operator.
DEFINITION 3.1. We call D(z)=det(I—Φ(z)) the Fredholm determinant
of the Perron-Feobenius operator P.
4. The Proof of Theorem A
The proof of Theorem A is reduced to the proof of the following two
lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. For any f^BV and g e L°°, the singular points z of the function
(/, £)(*)=Σr-o *" U{x)g{F\x))dx satisfy D(z)=0.
Lemma 4.2. For any z which satisfies | # | < β * and D(z)—0, there exists
functions f^BV andg^L°° such that z is not the removable singularlity of (f,g)(z).
The proof of Theorem A. First note that for any £>0 Sρec(i^) of the
Perron-Frobenius operator P |
 BV consists of only finite number of eigenvalues in
the domain {λ: \\\>e~iξ~B)} ([9]). Hence (f,g) has meromorphic extension to
the domain | # | < e * and z~1^Sρec(F) if and only if there exists f^BV and
g^L°° such that (/, g) has singularity at z. By Lemma 4.1, (/, g) is analytic at
z if D(z) + 0 for any f^BV and g^L°°. Thereofre, z~ι does not belong to
Spec(F). On the other hand, by Lemma 4.2, those sΓ1 which satisfy |
and D(z)=0 belongs to Spec(jF). This proves Theorem A.
4.1. The proof of Lemma 4.1
For a word wG W9 we get by (8)
(1., *)(*) = Σ *" Uw)g(F"(x))dx
» = 0
= / sw(z: x)g(x)ώc
= Σ / *"*(*: x)g(x)dx
σ
= Σ /{%">: *)+Σ σ*"(*>*[l. «]))"α
X Σ φ(w'[n, oo), h)s\z: x)}g(x)dx
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= Σ /{%""(*: *)+ Σ σz\F\w'[\, rt]))-
= \u>\
K [ » , <*>), &)**(*: x)}g(x)dx .
Now let us introduce row vectors Φw(z):
Φ"(*)r = Σ Σ
We will estimate Φw(#) and Xw (z: x).
Now for any £>0 (f—2ε>0) let | s | <^" 2 ε . Then for sufficiently large N
we get by (3)
σ n = \w\
Thus there exists a constant K^K^ε) and -K^-Kί^) such that for |ar|
( 9 ) \Φ<"{z)ϊ
On the other hand,
^ A(w, z)+B(w, z),
where
A(w, z) =
» = 0
and
B(w, z) = 1/2 Σ Σ I*"(*>*[!> »]))"xl Hill
σ «>|M,|
T h e n we get by (3') for \w\ ^
Therefore, there exists a constant K2=K2(S) such that
(10) Λ(», a r ) ^ ^ * - 1 ' 8 " - ' ! ^ ! ! -
On the other hand, there exists a constant K3=K3(S) such that if \z\
(11) BitO Z^K^zle-wyiWgW...
Combining (10) and (11) with (9), we get for \z\ <eξ~2*
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(12) l(l^^)l
Lemma 4.3. For any f^BV, there exists a decomposition /(#) —
Σ!«,ew C
w
\
w
{x) such that for any γ ( 0 < γ < l )
(13) I ΣC.7« » |^ |C. |+F(/)P/(l-7) f
where V(f) is the total variation of f when I is the union of disjoint intervals, V(f)
is the sum of total variations on each intervals).
Proof. For simplicity, we consider that / is an interval. Any/eJBF can
be expressed as f=f-{-f2) where fλ (/2) is monotone increasing (decreasing,
respectively). Hence it suffices to show (13) for a monotone function. For
a monotone function/, we define inductively
C
e
 = inf/(*),
C
a
 = inf {/(*)-Σ C
u
ί
u
(x)} (W*e, w<= W),
where the summation is taken over those words u which belong to U Izl wk.
Then, by the assumption ξ >0,
I Σ C.y' ' I ^ Σ Ύ" Σ |CJ ^ |C.| +F(/)P/(l-τ)
wGW « = 0 w&W
n
By (12) and (13), setting y= \z\e~(ξ~*) or e~*/2, there exists a constant
K=K(ε) and K'=K\S) such that
This shows that at z which satisfies \z\<e* and D(5r)4=0, (f,g){%) is analytic.
This proves Lemma 4.1.
4.2. The proof of Lemma 4.2 when F satisfies the endpoint con-
dition
In this and the next sections, to simplity the proof, we only treat the case
where / = [0, 1] since the other cases can be treated in a similar way. First we
prove:
Lemma 4.4. Let z0 be any point which satisfies |£ 0 |<e£ and D(zQ)=0.
Then there exists ά^Λ and a function g^L00 such that f sa(z: x)g(x)dx has singu-
larity at z=z0.
Proof. Recall
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s(z: x) = (I-Φ(z))-ιX(z: x),
and so
Thus it is sufficient to prove that vectors (/ X"(z: x)g(x)dx)zeA(g^L°°) spans CtΛ
for any z with \z\ <<?£. For a functiong^L°°, put G(x)=f
o
x
 g(y)dy. Then
S X\z: x)g{x)dx =
l, -0)})+%^: l)G(l).
On the other hand, for a fixed z with | # | < £ * and for any £>0, there exists
an integer M such that
max I
By the endpoint condition, there eixsts £ '>0 such that the set of subintervals
{{{ά}-ε\ iά}+e'l [{ά[2, oo)}^£', {ap,
are mutually disjoint and for any integer n(Z^n^M) and
{ά[ny 00)} $u{[{£}-£', ίb}+εr]U[ib[2, oo)}s\ {b[2y
Now assume that G(x)=f
o
x
 g(y)dy (g^L°°) satisfies
(i)
(2) G=0 on the outside of the set
u {[iiy-ε1, ih}+ε'](j[{b[2, oo)}-e', {b[2,
Then we get
Therefore, noticing the fact that the partition {(a)}a€EA is minimal (cf. fig. (I)),
it is trivial taht vectors (/ Xa(z\ x)g(x)dx)zGj (g^L°°) spans C1*. This proves
the lemma.
Now we prove Lemma 4.2. Let z0 be a zero of D(z) and | z0 \ <eK Assume
that for any b^A and g^L°° (ίby g)(z)=f sb(z: x)g{x)dx has not sigularity at
z0. Then by (5) and Lemma 4.4, there must exists ά& A and a function g^L°°
such that SsJ(z: x)g{x)dx has singularity at z=zOy where J=(ά[2, oo), ά\2\~t{a)).
Hence for the word w=ά[ί, 2] the function (l^, g)(z) has a singularity at z=zOi
because
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= / Ux)g(x)dx+z(F'(ά[l])-1 JV(*: x)g(x)dx.
This proves Lemma 4—2.
4.3. The proof of Lemma 4.2 for a mapping which does not satisfy
the endpoint condition
If a mapping F does not satisfy the endpoint condition, as we see in 4—2,
vectors (JXa(z: x)g(x)dx)a^2 (g^L°°) do not necessarily span CίΛ. Therefore,
we will reconstruct symbolic dynamics over new alphabets to show if zQ satis-
fies D(z
o
)=O, then there exist / e B V and g^L°° such that (f,g){z) has singularity
at z0. We begin with the definition of several notations. Letting άy h^A.
N(ά, h) — inf {n: ά[n> oo) = h[m, oo] for some tn^ 1} (inf φ = oo),
N(ά) = max{ΛΓ(β, 5): άϊΞA, N(ά, b)<oo} .
As the new division points, we take
We denote by {{a*)}
a
*GA* the new partition of /into subintervals which is defined
by ΔJ*. As in the previous sections, we can similarly define the sets A*, W*,
S*, A*> W*y B% and so on. Now we will construct a new renewal equation
for /•(*: x). If 3*[2, oo)φ A*, then we define Φ * ^ ) ^ , ^ as (6):
Φ*(*)S .Γ = Σ ^
l
£•(*: *) = fj
If ά*> ά*[2, oo)^A*y then the right hand side of (5) can be expressd only by
s**(z: x)(b*GA*), hence noticing the convention S(a%[2y oo)) = <r, especially
taking into account of the case when sgn β* — ~ > w e define
Φ*(**, 5*) = δ[ί*^«*[2]: 6(3*) sgn a*[l]]-1/2,
χy(«: Λ) -
We also put
and
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Then we have still
s*(z: x) = %*(*: x)+Φ*(z)s*(z: x).
From now on we omit the asterique * in this section to make notations
simple. Now let
= ί(x;)7
e
2: X;=-XΪ if βφδ, {ά} = {b} and {ά[2, oo)}, {£[2, OO)}GΔ/} .
Lemma 4.5. For every z (| z \ <e%),
V=
The proof is almost the same as the proof of Lemma 4.4. Hence we
omit it. We only need to take care of a and b components for such a, b as #
iά} = {b} and {£[2, oo)}, {g[2, OO)}GΔ/.
Lemma 4.6. The kernel of I — Φ(z) is contained in V+(I—Φ(z))V.
Proof. We denote by V* the subspace of all the vectors (Xa)a^Ά which
satisfy the following conditions:
if άy b^A satisfy the condition {ά[2, oo)}, {b[2, O O ) } E Δ / and one of the fol-
lowing:
a. ά[2, oo)=z5[2, oo) as a sentence,
b. ά[2, oo)φ(inf/)-, (sup/)+ and ά[2y oo)Λ=g[2, oo) as a sentence,
2. 6(a)F'(a)x7=€(b)F'(b)x79 if {ά[2y oo)}=inf /and {5[2, oo)}=Sup /.
It suffices to show that
a. the kernel of / — Φ(#) is contained in V*>
and
b. the subspace V* is contained in F + ( / — Φ(z))V.
Let {ά[2y °°)}y {b[2, oo)}eΔ/. If a vector S=(#β)βe2 belongs to the kernel
I—Φ(z), then
1 i n\
 γ
 o
I I f c — >
and so
F'(α)*ir = * ! _
and the similar equality holds for b. Hence x e F^.
Now we define the singed indicator e(a) and the ordinary indicator/(α) as:
+ 1 if c = <z, or if ? = άA = (inf/)", (sup / ) + as a sntence ,
2(δ)r = j — 1 if c = ^ Λ Φ(inf/)", (sup / ) + as a sentence ,
k 0 otherwise,
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and
.* ^ (~t~l if c = tf as a sentence,
J\a)c — I
 Q otherwise.
Then 8(3)^7 for any ά^A and/(tf) <ΞΞ F if {ά[2y oo)}φΔ/or (άA[2, oo)}φΔ/.
Conversely, V is spanned by the vectors e(ά) and/(tf) ({ά[2, oo)} or {#Λ[2, oo)}
Now we will show that Φ(z)e(a) and /(#) span F*. If CG J[ satisfies
{c[2, OO)}GΔ/, then
z(F\c)YlS(a)£{£) if <r[2, oo) = a or if
2f[2, oo) = <zΛΦ(inf / ) - , (sup / ) + ,
as sentence ,
Φ{z)e{a)7 = <{ Z(F>(?))-ie(a)ε(c) if c[2, oo) = άΛ = (inf/)", (sup 7)+
as a sentence ,
0 otherwise,
because if 6{c) sgn 2f[l] = +(or - ) , then {?[2, oo)} = {?[2]+} (or {c[2]"} respec-
tively). Hence the proof of Lemma 4—6 is completed.
Now we will, prove Lemma 4.2. Assume D(z
o
)=O. Let ~x belongs to the
kernel of (7— Φ(#
o
)) We get the decomposition j2=ί?1+(/—Φ(sro))^2 (*i> ^ 2 e ^)
by Lemma 4-6. Then we have two possibilities:
case 1. ( /—Φ^))" 1 ^ is unbounded at z=z0,
and
case 2. (/— Φ ^ ) ) " 1 ^ is bounded at £=£ 0
In case 1, we have.
/ *(*: x)g(x)dx = (/-Φ(«))
and by Lemma 4.5 there is g^L°° with Λt=/%(«: x)g(x)dx. Hence fs(z: x)g(x)dx
has a not removable singularity at z=z0. Next recall
/ (
\z-z
o
\=r
for sufficiently small r>0, where proj£ is the projection to the eigenspace E
corresponding to eigenvalue 1 of Φ(#
o
) I n c a s e 2, ρroj£^c1=0 and so
Hence (/—Φ(^0))2^2=0, namely, ~x2 has non-zero component in the generalized
eigenspace corresponding to eigenvalue 1 of Φ(#
o
) Therefore (/—Φ(^))~13c2
diverges as #-»#0. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.
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4.4. Corollaries to Theorem A
As we mentioned in §1, we can express the ergodic properties of the dy-
namical system in terms of the eigenvalues of the Perron-Frobenius operator
P. Now we will express them in terms of our matrix Φ(z).
Corollary 4.7. Assume, as before, that ξ>0.
a) The number of ergodic components is equal to the dimension of the eigen-
space of I— Φ(l) corresponding to eigenvalue 0 and it is also equal to the order of
the zero z=l of dtt(I— Φ(z)).
b) In particular, if 0 is a simple eigenvalue of I— Φ(l), then the dynamical
system is ergodic. Moreover, if {\ss\ = 1} Π Sρec(F) = {l}, then the dynamical
system is mixing.
REMARK 4.1. The assumption of the statement b (0 is a simple eigenvalue
of /—Φ(l)) is always satisfied if we restrict F to an ergodic component, which
is still a finite union of subintervals. Moreover, since the eigenvalues of P\BV
on the unit circle are the roots of unity, the dynamical systme is mixing for a
suitable induced map of F.
Now we will consider the density functions of absolutely continuous in-
variant measures.
Corollary 4.8. a) There exists the limit l im
ί t l (1— z)(I— Φ(^))"1 and it does
not vanish. We denote it by (Φ'(l))"1.
b) A function f ^BV is an invariant function under F if and only if there
exists a row vector a such that f(x)=a(Φ'(l))~ιX(l: x). Particularly, (1, , ,
, fyζΦ'ζlty^Xζl: x) is the> density function of an absolutely continuous invariant
probability measure.
c) Let μ be an absolutely continuous invariant probability measure. Suppose
that the dynamical system (F, μ) is mixing. Then the residue of (f, g) (z) at
z=l(f(ΞBV,geΞL°°) equals ffdxfgdμ.
Proof. Since (f,g)(z)= f(I~zP)~1f(x) g(x)dx has singularity of order
one at # = 1 for ceratin functions f^BV and g^L°°, l in\ t l ( l— z)s(z: x) exists
and does not vanish. This proves the assertion a). L e t / e 5 F satisfy Pf=f
Then we get
fj zn S Pnf(x) .g(x)dx = (l-z)-i ff(x) .g(x)dx
»=o
Expressing / = *Σ
m
<=wCJ
w
, we get
lim (1 - * ) Σ »" / **"/(*) * Φ)dx
= lim (1—s) Σ C
w
 S sw(z: x)g{x)dx
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= lim (1-2) Σ C
u
{f Φw(z)s(z: x)g(x)dx+ Σ %"*(*: x)g{x)dx}
This proves / ( * ) = Σ .
e r
C . Φ " ( l ) (Φ'(l)yιX(ί: x). On the other hand,
lim (ί-z) Σ / ( * : *•*)*IF'(b) \'' = lim (1-»)/(*: *)
Hence,
X(l: x)}; = Σ 1
Σ
This proves the first part of the assertion b). The second part follows
from the facts (1) s\z: * ) ^ 0 for 0 < * < l and (2) Σ . e * JV(*" x) dx={\-z)'\
The proof of the assertion c) is trivial.
Corollary 4.9. Assume that the dynamical system (F, μ) is mixing. Let
η-i __
 m
i
n
i
mum
 i
n
 modulus of {z: z~ι^.$>\>εc(F) and ^Φl} .
Then η is the decay rate of correlation: for any f^BV and g^L°°
lim ( I
 η
 I +ε)-*Uf(x)g(F*((x)}dμ- ffdμ fgdμ} = 0
holds for any £>0.
The proof is trivial.
5. Zeta Function
5.1. Results and Ideas of Proof
In this section, we will prove Theorem C, then we see Theorem B as its
corollary. For each fixed point p^I of Fn (Fn(p)=p)> there exists a word a
λ
*-a
n
such that Fi~1(p)^(ai) (a^A). We call such a periodic orbit p of type ax-~an.
We put Fn'(p)= W-iF'fa). The zeta function is given as follows:
Theorem C. Suppose that the lower Lyapunov number ξ is positive. Then
the zeta function ζ(z) is meromorphic in the domain \ z \ <eξ and is expressed as
(14) ^ ) = (D(^))- 1 exp{^)>,
where R(z) depends only on the orbits which pass fhrough the division points of the
partition, and one can modify the partition so that the zero points of the Fredholm
determinant coincide with the poles of the zeta function:
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REMARK 5.1. a. Here the modification of the partitione means only a mo-
vement of some dividing points of the partition to the neighboring intervals.
Note that ζ(z) may depend on the partition if the mapping F does not satisfy
the endpoint condition: for example, as in figure (I), if p^AI, Fn\p) depends
on the choice of the partition. Theorem C asserts that one can modify the
partition for which R(z) has no poles in \z\ <eK The explicit form of R(z) will
be given in the way of the proof in 5-7.
b. The formula (14) also shows that one can remove the minimality con-
dition from the assumption of Theorem A. Moreover, in the case of mappings
which do not satisfy the endpoint condition, it turns out that the identity (14)
remains valid for Φ#(#) in place of Φ(z) with a certain modification R*(z) of
Since exp [tr{log(/— Φ(z)))}]=D(z)y the assertion (14) of Theorem C is equi-
valent to the identity
ζ(z) = exp {tr Σ k~^k(z)-{-R(z)} ,
where tr denotes the trace of a matrix. Hence its proof is reduced to study
the correspoindence between the quantity trΣJίfeLiβ^Φ^CsO and the periodic
orbits. Let us see how the existence of periodic points is reflected in the quan-
tities tr Φ and tr Φ2 etc. We denote
*
Λ
 = coeff(**:/(*)) if f(z) = φ
o
c
n
z\
EXAMPLE 1. As the simplest case, it follows from the difinition (6)
Σ coeff(s: Φ(z)
a
<r
ιa
<r) =
= \F'(a)\-18[F(a+) < a+, F{a~) < a~
sgπ« sgna
I F\ά) \~ι if there exists a fixed point of type a,
0 otherwise.
Here the existence of the fixed points follows from the intermediate value the-
orem. In general cases, we can see the following version:
L e m m a 5.1. Suppose that a word w satisfies the inequalities F(wσ) > wσ
for both σ G { + , —}. Then we can find a peroίdίc orbit of type w. sgn<°
Proof. The intermediate value theorem is applicable for the mapping
Flw] on the interval [{w~}9 {w+}].
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EXAMPLE 2. As the second simplest case, if we assume ασ[2]=t=ό for both
σEz{-\-, —}, then it is immediate to see
(15) Σ Σ coeff (z: Φ{z)
a
<rtbr)xcoeff (z: Φ(z))br>a<r)
T CΓ
\F\ab) I ~1 if there exists a periodic orbit of type ab9
0 otherwise.
In fact, the left hand side of (15)
= |JΓ \(W)\ ZJ ZJ στ\o\b < r(a )J — 1/Z} -{o[α <,r(b)\ — 1/zJ-
σ T sgnβ sgnδ
= I F'(β6) I -1δ[ί'2((αό))3cl(αό)] .
At this stage one might expect:
n
^
 Λ
t 11 c o e ί f ( ^ 1 *3?(<2f) ?• Λ*?" )
σ, , =i •' ' ί + 1
1 F\w) I - 1 if there exists a peroodic orbit of type w,
0 otherwise,
where w^a^ a^ a°=a?i(l^i^ή) and al+ι=a![i. But it is false;
EXAMPLE 3. If a+[2]=b, sgna = sgnb= + , ό+[2]>α+, a~[2]<&- and
i"[2]<α~, then the periodic orbit of type ab exists or not according as
a
+[3]>a+ or a+[3]<a+ Hence the equality in ^ Example 2 fails to take place.
Nevertheless, in either case, we obtain the correct expression if we take account
of the coefficient of z2 of Φ(z)
a
+
a
+:
Σ Σ coefF (*: Φ ( * W ) χ coeff {z: Φ(*)
Γ
 .')+coeff (z2: Φ(z)
a+,a+)
\F\ab) I - 1 if there exists a periodic orbit of type ab>
0 otherwise.
Similar treatment is necessary in the case where Λ?[1, k]=ai"-ai+k_1 for some
5.2. A Lemma for the computation of ΣΓ-i k~ιΦk(z)
Let us introduce an auxiliary matrix Ψ(w)=Ψ(w: z) for a word ^, which
we will refer as the terms of Σ?-iΦ*(#) associated with the word w. Put
(16) ΨW~o = Σ * Π coeff (*'/+i-'y: Φ(*)^. 2y+1)
y=i
X δpy[l, ί i + 1-iy] = W[ίy, ίy+1-1]] ,
where the sum Σ * is taken over all decompositions of w into subwords, namely,
it is taken over 1 = / 1 < / 2 < . < / / + 1 = W + 1 (\w\=n) and σ2, •••, σ/G{+,—}, and
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Remark that
Σ Ψ(α)ϊ.T = Σ
*" A? = 1
The following formula will be used repeatedly.
Lemma 5.2.
(17) ΨΠ-
arb=\F\w)\-1X(aJ wb)S[ϊo[ϊ\ = 3[1],
Proof. We will prove this lemma by induction on the length of word w.
1. Let w=af then
The last equality is proved by examining the four cases: (1) £(<z)=sgn #=-[-,
(2) S(ά) =+, s g n t f = - , (3) S(ά) = -, sgntf= + , and (4) S(ά)=sgnά=-.
2. Assume that the equation (17) holds for every words with length less
than N and consider a word w with length N (| w \ =N).
2.1. First we treat the case where a[ί, N] Φ w. Let m be the minimal integer
which satisfies ά[l, m]=ϊ=w[l, πi\. Then there occurs two cases:
(i) a > w[l, m—\]w[mγ with both σG {+, —} ,
(ii) β < «>[1, m—ί]w[m]σ with both σG {+, —} ,
and each case can be divided into three case's:
(a) θwheΞS0,
(b) θ
u
wb(=S\ but ^ - ^ . g φ S 0 for some n(2^n^m),
(c) <Γ«; 3ΞS 0 .
Now we will calculate Ψ(w) for each of the above six cases. Let us denote
Ψ(k,
 σ
, ϊ>) = Ψ ^ - ^ U r . r
and
Φ(β, ft, σ) = coeff (a*"1: Φ(^)«,
Λ ] σ .).
case i-a. By the inductive assumption, we obtain
ψ{k, σ, b) = σ2-ι\F\θk~1w) I - 1 (2^k^m).
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We also obtain
φ K >*") \^2-1S(ά)\Ff(w[l9k-l])\-1 otherwise.
Then replacing the product terms of the right hand side of (16) by Φ for j=ί
and Ψ for 2^j^l respectively, we have
(18) Ψ(w)r.r = Σ Σ Φ(«, *, σ )Ψ(ft, σ, b)
k=2 <r
= Σ Φ(α, m, σ)Ψ(m, σy b)
= \F\w)\-ι{ϊ>[w.b<ά: S{ά)\-\β}
- \F\w)\-ιX(ay wq)8[to[ΐ\ =ά , θwb^S0] .
Hence (17) follows.
case i—b. In this case
/ +2-1S(ά)\F'(θk~1w)\-1
if n+ί^k^m, or &=/* and Θn~1w*b<
a
w[n](r ,
Ψ(k, σ, 5) = J -Z-^ajlF'^*-^)!"1
if fe=w and (9w-
0 if 2^
Note that Ψ may take negative value and the cancellation takes place in the
computation similar to (18) and we get:
Ψ(«05fs = 0.
case i—c is trivial. We can prove the case (ii) in a similar way.
2.2. Now we assume that ά[l, N]=w. Then
Ψ(w)7j = coeff (*": Φ ( 4 ~ ( Γ ) + Σ Σ Φ(3, Λ, σ)Ψ(ft, σ, 5).
k l cr
Thus, as in 2-1, we can prove (17). This proves the lemma.
5.3. Definition of Ψ[τ2
We now define several notations. For a word zt;=α1 αw, we define
π
k
w = ak+1 ••• anaλ ••• ak (O^k^n— 1 ) .
As in the definition of Ψ(w)> let us call the following quantity Tr(w) the term
of tr ΣλΓ-i Φ*(#) associated with a word ZU:
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Tr (to) = ' Σ Γ Σ Σ * Σ Λ"1 Π coeff (X'J+I-'J: Φ*(*)~C,,~C, + 1 )
where the sum Σ * is taken over l = i 1 < i 2 < . . - < / A + 1 = » + l and σ2, , , ,
{ + , - } , and
Note that Σ
w
 ΪV (w)=Σ3Γ-i Φ*(«). We will show that
Γ I ^'(ZU) I ~1 if the there exists a periodic orbit of type w,
Tr(w) = <
 Λ
t 0 otherwise.
If w[|w|]σ[2]Φ«;[l] and w[f]σ[2]=f=«;[i+l] for σ e { + , - } and any i ( l ^ ί ^ |w|
— 1), then
Tr (w) = Σ coeff (*'"', Φ | w | (^)
w [ 1 r, w [ 1 r) - Σ Ψ ( w ) Λ r . ω '
For other cases, as in Example 3, we need to consider higher codfficients. Let
us use the following abbreviation for τ£Ξ {+, —}
Let
^o =»«o[τ, w] = 2,
and for *^
m. =
 W |{τ, w] = min {N>mi_ι: wτn[l, \to\ —n+2] = ( T Γ ^ ^ ) [1, |«?| — n+2]},
if the minimum exists. Denote
k[τ] = A[τ, w?] = the number of m/s (i ^  1),
= 1+max irKm,: wr
m
.[ίy \w\ -m.+n+l] = (TΓ^- 1 ^) [1, | « ; | - W ί + n + l ] } .
We put Wj= 1 and n1= 1 if Λ[τ]=0. Let
ψ
o
[τ sgn w] = ΨW, [ l]τ ( W [ l ]r ,
and for l<Zi^k[r] and 2 ^ J ^ Λ , put
f Γ Ί , _ w , J , σ, mi7τ)φ(miy Tβj, σ) n^nii,r , J Σ σ Ψ(J, «Γ, IB,
r) ni = mn
where
'y,, σ, TWj T) = the (eoy, zϋj,)-component of the matrix
V(n*-ho)\F'(in'-ko)[l,tn-i])\,
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and
Finally we put
ψ[τ] = ψ
M.
<o[τsgn.
MORI
*[τ] ni
i = l j-
Taking care of words w which satisfy w\i, \w\ + 1]=«;[1, \w\ —z] for some
i£ 1^1), we get
Lemma 5.3.
5 4. The calculation of ψ(jy σ, m> τ)
We will calculate ψ(j, σ, m, T).
ψ-1. The case 2^j^n and w[j-\-l> m— 1] WmφS°. It follows ΛJr(j, aytn, r)
= 0 for σ e {+, —} by Lemma 5.2.
ψ-2. The case w[j-\-l, m—ίJ'Win^S0. It also follows from Lemma 5.2
that
(19) ψ(j, σ, my T) - {8[w[j, rn-l]-wτm < ^
where σ(j)=σsgn^~1ίί;. We divide the case into four subcases according to
the values of ψ(j, <r, m, τ).
ψ-2-1. Λ]T(J, σ, m, r) = + 1/2 for both σ e {+.—}• It occurs when
w[j]~<w\j, m— ί]'Wr
m
<w[j]+ because of (19). In this case w[j, m— l] wT
m
^S°.
ψ-2-2. ψ{j, + , w, τ ) = +1/2 and ψ(j, —, my τ ) = —1/2: It occures when
w\jym-\]'Wτm^S°. Then by (19) w[j,m-l]-wrm ^w[j]~Pϋ\< w[j]9^), where
p(j)=sgn Θ3'ιw. Note that in this a case
| ^ | — m+j+l, oo)^w\j]~ , if
and so
w[n,m— \]wr
m
 ^ wi[ |w|— m + n + 1 , oo) .
Since zί;[w, tn—ΐ\ wτ
m
^(w[ri\) and «?ί,[|«;| — J W + Λ + 1 , oo)φ(^[/z]), we obtain
toτ
m
[\w\—tn+n+l, o o ) > A ] p ( M ) ( > 4 « ] - p w ) .
PC«) PC»)
Hence,
w[l, πι-l]-wτ
m
>ww[ly n-l] w[n]p(n)(>w.w[ly w- l ] w[n]-p(w)).
ψ-2-3. i/r(j, + , m, τ)= —1/2 and ψ(j, —, m, τ ) = + l/2: It occure when
φ ] (
PO) PCD
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Notice also when j<n
w[l, m—Y\-wr
m
<ww[l, n— l]-w[n]p(n\<ww[l, n—ί]-w[n]"P(Λ)).
ψ-2-4. ψ(j, σ, m, τ)= — l/2 for both σG {+, —} : It never occurs, since
if then, one would have wj<wj.
5.5. The calculation of φ(m, r, j , σ)
Next we will calculate φ{m> τ,j, σ). By the definition, we get
φ(m, τ,j, σ) = {δ[0"-^ w[l, j -- l ] «tf < wT
m
]-lj2}
τθ)
where τ(m)=τsgnθm~1w. Let us classify the word w into four cases according
to the values of φ(m, τ,j, <r).
φ-1. φ{m} τ,j> σ) — + 1/2 for both <?-£{+, —}: It occurs when wJyWj
<r'Wrm[\w\—mJrjJrl, °°), where τ'=τsgn^[l, j — 1]. Hencej=ra and
a;[l, m—l] wT > w w[l ,j—l] w\j]τ'(> w w[l,j—l] w\j]~τ')
τCi) τCi)
φ-2. φ(wz, τ, j , σ) = —1/2 for k both σ e {+, —} : It occurs when j=n
and
w[\3m—Y\'Wxm ^ ww[ίj—l]'w[j]~τ\ ^ w«;[l,j—l] a;[j]τ/).
φ-3. φ(m,τ,j,+)=—lH2 and φ(m, τ,j,—)=—1/2: It occurs when
y<ra and
w w[l,j— l] ^[i]~ ^ w[l, m— l] ^w > w w[l,j— l] w[j]+ .
Hence we get τ ( l ) = τ sgnw= —.
φ-4. φ ( ^ r^y, + ) = —1/2 and φ(τw, τ,y, — ) = + l/2: As in φ-3, it follows
5.6. The calculation of ^ [ r ]
Now we can calculate ψ[τ].
Lemma 5.4.
ψ[
τ
] ={S[ww[l, ^ - l J . ^ J ^ i ) < w[l, mi—1].^^J—1/2
Proof, case 1: &[τ]=0. Then it is obvoius from Lemma 5.2.
case 2. zί>[2, m i ~ 1 ] * ^ ! ^ 'S'0- If n^—m^ the proof is trivial. On the
other hand, if n
λ
<im^ the case i/r-2-1 takes place for ψ and therefore
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Σ Ψu[r] = Σ Σ Ψ(j, σ> mi> τ)φ{mi, τ, j, σ)
j j σ
= Σ Ψ(»i, <r, *h> τ)φ(m1} τ, nly σ)
case 3. In the case w[2, m1—l]wTmi^S° and that w[/'+l, w^ —
and «>[/, wij—IJ W^ΦAS 0 for some/. Then
Σ Ψf./M = Σ ψ(j', <Γ> ml9 τ)φ(tnu τ,j', σ)j σ
+ Σ Ψ(nlt σ, mlf T^{ml} τ, nu σ) = 0 .
(T
In fact, if there occurs the case i/r-2-2 and φ-3 for/, then <ψι,
 f/[τ]
On the other hand T sgn w= — and
Thus, if j=nl9 the case -ψ-2-1 and φ-2 holds. Hence ψ l f Λ l[τ] = —1/2. The
other possible cases are treated in similar ways.
case 4. If n^n
λ
 for z'^2, then ψ. f J.[ τ]=0 for any/ because ψ-ί holds.
case 5. For ί^2 such that n{>nly by the same reason as in case 3,
ΣΨjτ]=0.
This proves the lemma.
Lemma 5.5. If int (w) 4= φ,
ww[l> n1— 1 ] W [ Λ J T ( I I I ) < T ( I ) « ; [ 1 , tnι—ΐ\ wΓmι is equivalent to w wTssnw<τsgnw
w
τs8nw
.
The proof is trivial because w[l,m1—l] wltι<.wηrastnw and w\ϊymι—1]
<e(»[U-l]).
5.7. The proof of Theorem C
Now we will prove Theorem C. For this purpose, we need to study per-
iodic orbits passing through the division points. These points are the only
candidates where the correspondence established in the previous subsections
may fail. First of all note that if w[2, m^r] — 1J W ^ M G 5°, then w[2, tn^τ] — 1]
• ^ [ T ] E S ° , too. We get the following by Lemma 5.4.
Case 1. int (w) = φ. In this case, the periodic orbit of type w exists
only when the periodic orbit pass through a division point.
1.1. When w^mfr]— 1 K I [ T ] $ S 0 for both
 τ
e { + , - } , then both ψ[T] = 0.
1.2. When w[2, ^ [ T ] —l] w L l W φ S° for both τ e { + , - } , then both
Figure of F{w] \(w):
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sgnw=-{-:
( w )
(w)
Fig. Ill
( w )
Fig. IV
( w )
( w )
( w )
( w )
Fig. VII
( w )
(w)
Fig. VIII
( w )
Fig. X
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( w )
(w)
Fig. XI Fig. XII Fig. XIII
3. the case when the periodic orbit passing the boundary point exists:
( w )
( w )
(w)
Fig. XIV
( w )
( w )
(w)
Fig. XVIII
( w )
( w )
Fig. XIX
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case 2. int(^)Φφ. We will enumerate by Lemma 5.5 all the possible
types of the graph of Flw] on (w) as figures (II)^'(XX) among which the cases
(VII), (XIII), (XVI), (XVII), (XX) never occur, since we assume the lower
Lyapunov number ξ >0.
In the case of (II), (III), (IV), (V), (IX), (XI), we get
and the periodic orbit of type w does not exist.
In the case of (VI), (VIII), (X), (XII), (XIII), we get
and the periodic orbit of type w exists.
In the case of (VII), we get ψ[+]+ψ[~]= — 1, and the periodic orbit
of type w exists. For the rest of figures (XIV), (XV), (XVI), (XVII), (XVIII),
(XIX), (XX), the periodic orbit of type w passes through the division points
if it exists and
0 for the cases (XIV), (XV), (XVIII), (XIX),
Thus it turns out that the periodic points contributing to the quantitity
Σ ί - i ^ Φ * ^ ) does not exhaust all the periodic orbits which pass through the
boundary points and we should add extra terms to it, which will form the func-
tions Λ(s) and R*(z) in the statemnt of Theorem C. Now we will give the
precise definition. They are defined as the sums /?(#)=ΣSe^(#0 a n d i?*(#)=
The summands c(tΰ) and c*(ίΰ) are defined in the following way according
to the nature of words ίJυ.
Case (a) int(w)Φφ and w vf=wσ (this case occurs when F(w) has the
graph of type (XIV) and (XV)):
(a-1) If W'ZΞS0, then c « H I»I "^ | M" \F\w) \ ~ι and c * ( O = 0 .
(a-2) If wσφ5°, then c(wσ)=0 and * * « ) = - M "^ |M" I ^ ' N Γ 1
Case (b) int(«;)Φφ and ww<rA=wσ and W W^ZΞS0. Then c(wσ)=c*{wσ)=
I«; I "'1^rl"r| I JP'(«;) | ~\ This case occurs when F(w) has the graph of type (XVIII)
and (XIX). Notice here int (to zv)=φ.
Case (c) Otherwise we put c(ίϋ)=c*(fi))=0.
Thus we have exhausted all the periodic orbits which pass through the
division points. In summary, we get
(20) ζ{z) - exp [-tr (log (J-Φ(*))+Λ(*)]
- exp [-tr (log (/-Φ#(*))+Λ*(*)].
REMARK 5.2. If F satisfies the endopint condition, c(w)=0 for all words
w. This shows R(z)=0y hence we get the proof of Theorem J5.
We get by Theorem A,
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Spec (F) Π {z'1: | z | <e«> = {s"1: det (/-Φ*(*)) = 0, \z
In particular,
S p e c ^ Γ K * " 1 : |*|<β«β} = {β-1: £(*) = oo, |
where
fo = inf liminf Π w"1 log | F*\x) \ .
Let us see how /?#(#) and ./?*(#) contributes to ξ(z). If c(«Λ) or c#(«;σ) does
not equal to zero, then by (20) ζ(z) has singularity at z= \F'(w)\1/lw]. If, in
addition, w-zv(r=w<r) then \F\w)\1/[w^eξ. This is the case (a) of the definition
of c(wσ) and c*(wσ). On the other hand, if wwσA=wσ and wwσA<=S°, then it
may happen
Now we will show that one can reconstruct the partition so that
{*: ζ(z) = oo , \z\<e*} = {*: D(z) = 0 , \z\«t} .
For instance, let us assume there exists words w1 and w2 such that wt=w'2
A
, the
graph of F(w1) is of type (XVIII) and the graph of F(zv2) is of type (XIX),
Then it is obvious that \F'(w^w2)\^el"i'w2]t. Hence, \Ff(wt)\^e^i^ at least
for one of i's. Now we assume | F\w^) \ ^ ' " Ί ' i Then we can take a new parti-
tion so that {wϊ} e5° . In general, we can take a partition of / for which, there
exists no word w and σG (+, —} such that wwσ=wσ and \F\w) \ <e{w{ξ. This
is the desired partition. Thus Theorem C has been proved.
REMARK 5.3. We can futher extend the definition to the case where ξ^0.
In the case (a) of the definition of R(z),if we change \w\ ~1# | ί t ; | \F'(zv) \ - 1 into
then we can see that in the case (XX) there exists only one periodic orbit of
type w.
6. Examples
Let us calculate the Fredholm determinant fo /3-transformations, unimo-
dal linear transformations and linear mod. one transformatious on the unit in-
terval [0,1].
EXAMPLE ^(^-transformations, cf. [8]).
F(x) = Xxmod. 1. (fig. XXI for l < λ ^ 2 and fig. XXII for λ > 2 )
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•άi.
Fig. XXII
, 2/2, 2/2, 2/2
, 2/2, 2/2, 2/2
, 2/2, Zβ, 2/2
, a(z), a(z), -2/2(1-2))
0+ 1-
0"
0+
1-
a(a) =
where
Then for
and the density function of the invariant measure
k(x) =: C~ι Σ \-nS[x<k+[n+l, oo)]
M = 0
where C=fh(x)dx.
EXAMPLE B (Unumodal linear transformations, cf. [7]).
where
(xβ, zβ, zβ,
zβ, zβ, zβ,
zβ, zβ, zβ,
\b(z), c{z), c(z),
o- o
+
 l-
(fig. XXIII)
zβ)
zβ
zβ
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where
b(z) = Σ {δ[sgn 1+[1, n] = + ] - l / 2 } * " .
c(x) = Σ {δ[sgn 1+[1, n] = + and l+[n] = 1]
+ [sgn 1+[1, if] - - and l+[>] = 0] - 1/2} sw .
Then
Z)(λΛ) - l-(3/2)*+6(»)-*(2i(*)+c(ar)) = 1 - Σ *" sgn 1+[1, n],
and the density function of the invariant measure
h(χ) = C'1 Σ λ~Mδ[x<l+[w+l, °°)] sgn 1+[1, n] ,
where C= f h(x) dx.
EXAMPLE C (Linear mod. one transformations).
F(x) = λΛ:+rmod. 1. (fig. 1 XXIV l < λ ^ 2 and fig. XXV foa λ > 2 ,
λ>2,
Fig. XXIV
where
—#), d{ss)y d(z), —
2/2, 2/2, 2/2, 2/2
2/2, 2/2, 2/2, 2/2
2/2(1-2), φr)> ΦO. -*/2(l-*)J
0" 0+ I" 1+
d(z) = Σ = {δ[0"[n+l] = 0]-l/2}«" .
» = 1
«(*) = Σ [{δ[l+[«+l] = l]-l/2}2" .
« = 1
o-
0+
1"
Then for
- Σ
and the desnity function of the invariant measure
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], oo)]-8[*<0-[n+l,
« = 1
where C= fh(x) dx.
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